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Abstract The treatment of mobile and simultaneous critical urban events
requires effective actions by the appropriate authorities. Additionally it im-
plies communication challenges in the speed and accuracy of their occurrence
by the entities, as well as dealing with the dynamics and speed in these en-
vironments. Cooperative solutions with shared resources that address these
challenges become a real option in helping to handle these events. This paper
presents an evaluation of dynamic monitoring and collaborative dissemination
supported by vehicular groups. It aims to analyze the impact of multiple mo-
bile and fixed events in an urban environment on information propagation,
considering barriers imposed by the events and the environment. Differently
from other studies in the literature, this work takes into account both fixed
and mobile events, as well as simultaneous events. NS3 results show that the
evaluated system monitored at least 87% and 51.5% of the time for mobile
and fixed events respectively, and delivered information over 77% and 50% of
the time for those events, with average delay remains close to 0.3s in most
scenarios. The results also reveal that a more continuous monitoring of the
mobile events is highly dependent on the orientation of the vehicles. The main
contribution of this work consists of the performance analysis of both fixed and
mobile simultaneous events to support studies on how moving events impact
on the dissemination and delivery of real-time data, and thus encouraging the
development of new data dissemination protocols for VANETs.
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1 Introduction

The surging number of distinct critical events in urban areas, such as acci-
dents, natural disasters, and civil unrest, has become a matter of concern to
both the population and public authorities. These events compromise the op-
eration of cities and can impact the citizens’ daily life [1] [2]. Thus, researchers
have developed emergency planning models to prevent critical events and/or
mitigate their consequences in diverse scenarios [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]. However, a
variety of events take place randomly over time and space, which hinders their
treatment. In addition, an efficient handling of events requires an automatic
and precise perception of its occurrence and immediate announcement to the
authorities, so that they can take appropriate actions [8] [9] [10]. Since the
perception and the announcement of events mostly depend on human inter-
vention, their efficient treatment is still a challenging task.

In pervasive environments, the collaborative potential between computa-
tional systems over urban hybrid infrastructures in Smart Cities enables the
development and implementation of resilient solutions capable of handling
critical urban events [11]. Specifically, studies in the field of Vehicular Ad
Hoc Networks (VANETs), has been carried out to avoid or mitigate events
and their consequences in urban environments [12] [13]. VANETs facilitate
the dissemination of data through Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-
Infrastructure (V2I) communications [14] [15], supported by communication
technologies such as IEEE 802.11p and LTE, and not facing resource limi-
tations that are inherent in traditional mobile ad hoc networks (e.g. CPU,
memory) [16]. Moreover, the ever-increasing manufactured embedded cameras
in vehicles and their pervasiveness in traffic lanes, turn VANETs into a natural
crowdsensing environment useful for event detection and monitoring [17].

However, to achieve an efficient treatment of events, one must take into
account the characteristics of both the urban event and the vehicular environ-
ment. As for the urban event, solutions must deal with: a) Mobility [18] – the
event can vary its position over time; and b) Simultaneity [19] – events oc-
cur simultaneously at different locations in the environment. In addition, the
vehicular environment also imposes its own challenges: i) Traffic model [20]
[21] – the environment may hold different traffic patterns depending on the
time and the traffic regulations; ii) Node speed [22] – high variability in vehicle
speed directly affects the communication; and iii) Density [23] – traffic density
varies over time and space due to the highly dynamic nature of VANETs.

A couple of works in the literature have highlighted the importance of as-
sessing the performance of critical data dissemination in VANETs for different
goals, e.g. assistance in the treatment of traffic accidents [10], tracking of es-
caping vehicles [16] or broadcasting emergency messages [24]. The study in [25]
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analyzes the efficiency of dissemination techniques in meeting the environment
requirements. In [26], a performance analysis of data dissemination protocols
applied to VANETs is carried out, where events are place at different locations
in the test scenario. The impact of using different radio propagation models to
disseminate emergency messages is investigated in [27]. In [28] a performance
analysis to disseminate safety and non-safety messages in VANETs based on
the fog paradigm is presented. However, these works do not consider impor-
tant contexts of the events, such as mobility and multiple occurrences, do not
consider hybrid communication in VANETs (V2V and V2I) or lack deeper
analysis on the impact of the solution overhead in the network.

This work presents a study that aims to assess the impact of the mobility
and simultaneity of urban events on the monitoring of critical events and the
dissemination of real-time data in VANETs. The results of the study are ex-
pected to provide useful information to encourage and foster the development
of new data dissemination protocols that deal with moving and simultaneous
events in VANETs. We use MINUET [29], a monitoring and dissemination
system that operates in hybrid network (V2V and V2I), in which vehicles
cooperate to monitor urban events and deliver their data to the competent
authorities. Simulated experiments showed that the mobility aspect strongly
influences on the monitoring, dissemination, and delivery of urban events’
data. The monitoring of mobile events was perceived in 88% of the simulated
time against 56% for fixed events, in scenarios of high traffic density; and re-
spectively 87% and 51.5% in low traffic density scenarios. The dissemination
and delivery of information were also impacted by the mobility of events; i.e.
the MINUET was able to deliver data during 77% of the time for mobile ones,
against 50% of the time for fixed ones. Moreover, the orientation of the vehicles
highly affects a more continuous monitoring of mobile events. In contrast to
other works in the literature, such as [30], [31] and [10], our work also focuses
on mobile events. In addition, we also assess the performance of data dissem-
ination of simultaneous events, differently from [16] and [32], that considers
them isolated. Therefore, the main contributions of this article are twofold:

1. Performance study of both fixed and mobile simultaneous events in VANETs
and comparison assessment regarding different clustering techniques to
monitor events;

2. Simulations carried out taking into account real urban traffic and hybrid
communication (V2V and V2I).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
closely related works. Section 3 describes the MINUET system and provides a
model characterization. Section 4 details the experimental setup and achieved
results. Lastly, Section 5 concludes the paper with the final remarks.

2 Related Work

The literature has presented several proposals that aim at treating or reducing
the consequences of critical events in urban environments by using VANETs.
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Although many consider characteristics related to urban environments (e.g.
traffic model, speed, and vehicle density), the impact of simultaneity (i.e. dis-
tributed over the same time span) and the mobility of critical events are not
always taken into account during monitoring and information dissemination
over the network.

The authors in [30] propose a new strategy for disseminating event alerts in
VANETs based on optimization and clustering techniques. Instead of transmit-
ting textual messages, the strategy uses codes to reduce the size of exchanged
packets on the network. In addition, it ensures the stability of groups by using
fitness functions to select their members. However, the strategy is limited for
considering only the occurrence of fixed events in the environment. In [31],
a content-centric protocol called iCAFE was proposed, employing intelligent
congestion avoidance and fast emergency services. It considers five types of
packets for communication V2V and V2I, as well as a new congestion control
mechanism. When a critical condition like a collision affects a vehicle, it sends
emergency messages to the base stations present in the urban infrastructure to
alert the nearest ambulance. Moreover, nearby vehicles are reported to leave
the affected lane, so ambulances can reach the accident in time. However,
iCAFE does not apply cooperative monitoring, since only the affected vehicle
transmits emergency messages.

In [10], a system for the dissemination of emergency messages in vehicular
networks is proposed, named Appropriate Vehicular Emergency Dissemina-
tion (AVED). The objective is to transmit emergency messages of automobile
accidents, where sensors embedded in the damaged vehicle send emergency
messages to neighboring vehicles, which in turn pass them on to their own
neighbors. AVED is based on the WAVE/DSR standard and maintains a peri-
odically updated routing table, capable of determining the most reliable neigh-
bor to forward the message over the network. However, the studies described
up to now are limited to the occurrence of only fixed and non-simultaneous
events.

In [16], the authors present an analysis of two clustering algorithms for
tracking vehicles on transit roads. In the strategy applied by the algorithms,
the groups are formed by vehicles that currently detect the target one and
by those vehicles that have a high probability of detecting the target shortly
thereafter. The group leader concentrates the collected data from all group
members, analyzes in order to eliminate redundancies, and relays to the in-
frastructured network. Despite their effectiveness, both clustering algorithms
centralize in the group leader the responsibility of deciding what to transmit to
a control center. In [32], a vehicle tracking protocol for VANETs was proposed.
It consists of two phases executed asynchronously, i.e. discovery (transmission
of tracking request messages) and tracking (detection and forwarding of pack-
ets to Road Side Units - RSUs). The authors define the concept of a virtual
RSU, which is a vehicle responsible for relaying tracking request messages to
the network. However, despite considering mobile events, the last two stud-
ies still do not take into account the occurrence of simultaneous ones. In a
previous work [29], the MINUET system was proposed for a dynamic net-
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Table 1: Comparative summary of event and environmental characteristics.

RW
Event Environment

Mobility Simultaneity Traffic model Node speed Density

[30] Fixed No Poisson traffic variable variable
[31] Fixed No Random Way-point – –
[10] Fixed No Freeway mobility variable variable
[16] Mobile No Own traffic model variable variable
[32] Mobile No Manhattan traffic constant variable
[29] Both Yes Luxembourg traffic variable variable

work monitoring and collaborative dissemination of critical events in urban
VANETs. After detection, the system forms a network of grouped vehicles to
monitor and disseminate the occurrence of simultaneous events, whether fixed
or mobile.

Table 1 presents a comparative summary of the previously described works
in terms of event and environment characteristics. From this comparison, we
can see that only two works consider real traffic for proposal purposes, as in [29]
and [32]. Also, the one in [29] considers both fixed and mobile events, as well as
their simultaneous occurrence. So, it is highlighted that most works do not take
into account the complete set of characteristics, but the one described in [29].
This way, the MINUET system has been chosen for the assessment proposed in
this paper, since we aim to analyze the impacts of these characteristics in the
monitoring and dissemination of information in urban VANET environments.

3 The MINUET System

In this section, we describe the system’s operation and present a model char-
acterization for further assessment.

3.1 System Description

The MINUET1 (MonitorINg and Dissemination of Urban EvenTs) [29] sys-
tem aims to assist city authorities in the treatment of critical urban events
through a dynamic monitoring and cooperative dissemination of video data
streams, supported by the clustering of vehicles and an infrastructured net-
work. MINUET adopts an adaptive and distributed coordination and control
management, taking into account the temporal and spatial contexts of the
vehicles in a crowdsensing approach. It is based on two network services: 1)
provides the event detection and maintenance of its monitoring, as well as
video data dissemination; and 2) responsible for the creation and maintenance
of a topology for passing on monitored information, established by using vehi-
cle clustering techniques. MINUET operates on an urban environment where
vehicles communicate with each other (V2V) and with the infrastructure (V2I)

1 Available under request: https://bitbucket.org/everaldoandrade/minuet

https://bitbucket.org/everaldoandrade/minuet
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through Base Stations (BSs). In such environments, critical events may occur
randomly both in time and space and they can change its position over time.
This situation imposes additional challenges to the monitoring of events in
dynamic networks (VANETs), since we also need to cope with the mobility of
the event.

In this context, the urban environment model is composed of a set V of n
vehicles (nodes) denoted by {v1, v2, ..., vn} and a set E of m events denoted by
{ev1, ev2, ..., evm}, where any vehicle vi ∈ V can detect a event evj ∈ E if evj is
within the range of vi. Every event evj has a lifetime that begins at the moment
the event occurs tevj ,0 until it vanishes or is handled by an acknowledged
authority tevj ,f . The event can also move over time, arising at position sevj ,0
and vanishing at position sevj ,f . Therefore, the tuple Levj = 〈sevj , tevj 〉 denotes
that the event evj is at position sevj at time tevj , where sevj ,0 ≤ sevj ≤ sevj ,f
and tevj ,0 ≤ tevj ≤ tevj ,f . If evj is fixed, then sevj is constant over time.
Once detected, the event must be monitored with the support of a cluster of
vehicles. So, the set of monitoring vehicles that detect an event evj is defined as
Ck(Levj ) = {∀vd | vd monitors evj in Levj and vd ∈ V }, since each cluster
of vehicles depends on the space-time characteristics of the event. Then, for a
specific event evj , the urban model can be seen as several monitoring clusters
formed over space and time, denoted by {Ck(Levj ) | k = 1, 2, ...,K}.

Fig. 1 illustrates the urban environment where MINUET operates. For
the sake of simplification, it shows an unique event ev appearing in position
sev,0 at time tev,0 and moving to position sev,3 at time tev,3, when it ceases
(tev,3 = tev,f ). MINUET supports the formation or maintenance of clusters to
monitor ev at each Lev. As the event moves, clusters are formed to monitor it
over a specific time interval. In the figure, there are three clusters monitoring
the event throughout its duration (from tev,0 to tev,3). Cluster C1(·) monitors
ev from L0

ev = 〈sev,0, tev,0〉 to L1
ev = 〈sev,1, tev,1〉, while C2(L2

ev) and C3(L3
ev)

monitors ev at L2
ev = 〈sev,2, tev,2〉 and L3

ev = 〈sev,3, tev,3〉, respectively. Since
the event moves in the urban environment comprising of diverse traffic lane
topologies, each cluster can have vehicles with different orientations. It is worth

tev,0

C1(L0ev)

<sev,0, tev,0> <sev,1, tev,1> <sev,2, tev,2> <sev,3, tev,3>

v1
v2

v1

v3 v4

v5 v6

v8

v9 v10

v11

v7

v12

v7

C1(L1ev) C2(L2ev) C3(L3ev)

tev,3tev,2tev,1

sev,0 sev,1 sev,2 sev,3

Fig. 1: Monitoring urban environment for a mobile event.
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Initiate clustering

msg.Mon(ev) msg.Mon(ev)
msg.Mon(ev)

msg.Mon(ev)

M
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g

Initiate clustering

[Vi ∉ AZ]

Fig. 2: The exchanged messages in the MINUET system.

noting that a vehicle can be a member of the same cluster or of distinct clusters
at different times. For instance, vehicle v1 is member of the first cluster at two
different moments (L0

ev and L1
ev), while v7 is member of second and third

clusters at L2
ev and L3

ev, respectively.

Fig. 2 depicts a diagram representing the interactions among MINUET
participants. We denote vd as a detecting vehicle, vi as any other intermediary
vehicle, vr as a relay vehicle, vg as a gateway, and BS as a base station. The
interaction occurs by the exchanging of messages during the announcement,
clustering, and monitoring phases. When detecting event ev via message
msg.Detec(ev), vd sends announcement messages msg.Annou(ev) to its one-
hop neighbours. In line to avoid transmitting a message indefinitely, MINUET
employs an announcement zone AZ that is limited by the maximum dissem-
ination time tmax, advertised in the announcement message. Upon receiving
msg.Annou(ev), vi verifies whether tmax has been exceeded. If so, vi is not in
the AZ and discards msg.Annou(ev). Otherwise, the announcement message
is disseminated to the vehicles one-hop away from vi, repeating the AZ calcu-
lation process. It continues until msg.Annou(ev) reaches vehicles that are not
in the AZ coverage.

Inside the AZ, vd and vi start the clustering process in the search of collab-
oration at monitoring and disseminating ev information. Each participating
member defines its role within the group, which can be that of a monitor (vd),
relay (vr), or gateway (vg). While detecting ev, vd remains keeping track of
the event and sending monitoring messages msg.Mon(ev), which are dissem-
inated through vr until reach vg. This last gateway vehicle is responsible for
delivering the monitoring messages to the base station BS and, consequently,
to the corresponding authority represented by Aut. We presume that Aut will
take the appropriate measures in the treatment of event ev. Depending on the
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network topology in a given moment, a single vehicle can play more than one
role in the system.

Fig. 3 exemplifies the MINUET operations in a urban environment where
a set of collaborative vehicles detect and transmit visual information of critical
events to the base stations in a given time period. This scenario comprises,
particularly, 19 vehicles represented by letters (A, B, C, ..., R), a fixed event
(fire) and a mobile event (car on the run). In a given moment, vehicles G, J
and L detect the mobile event while vehicle N detects the fixed event, thus
playing the role of monitoring vehicles. They collect information about the
contexts of the events and disseminate this information to their neighbours
via announcement messages. Based on tmax, vehicles verify if they belong to
the AZ and then participate in the clustering. Formed groups are comprised
of member nodes and a leader, which is defined according to the clustering
algorithm. In this example, when D and P receive msg.Annou(ev), they certify
not belonging to the AZ and discard participation in the clustering. As long
as the monitoring vehicles are capable of observing the events, they continue
announcing to the other vehicles and new groups are collaboratively formed.

Fig. 3: A MINUET operation example.

The same moment the monitoring vehicles detect the events they initiate
a continuous monitoring process, in which multimedia data is disseminated in
the vehicular network. Collaboratively, members of the group pass the data on
to their neighbours, thus becoming relay vehicles (E, H, K and M). If a vehicle
is in the reach of a base station, it will be able to deliver the monitoring data,
thus playing the role of gateways (F , I, L and O). In our particular case, L
not only monitors the mobile event but also delivers the information to a close
base station. Finally, the corresponding authorities receive the data concerning
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the events they are in charge of. The authorities then recognize and take the
appropriate measures to address the events.

3.2 Evaluation System Model

In order to measure the efficiency in disseminating videos under different crit-
ical events’ contexts, we model some metrics to quantify important charac-
teristics of the environment under the operation of the MINUET system. We
first consider the set of all vehicles in the system at a given time t by N(t).
Moreover, nvd(t) represents the system’s capacity of detecting an event, de-
noted by the amount of vehicles that detect the event in the instant of time t,
from all the ones in the AZ:

nvd(t) =
∑

vi∈N(t)

di(t); with di(t) =

{
1, if vi detects the event at t

0, otherwise.
(1)

We also assume that nvc(t) represents the number of collaborating vehicles
inside the AZ, i.e. vehicles either monitoring or disseminating information
about EV at time t. It shows the collaboration degree in MINUET and is
given by:

nvc(t) =
∑

vi∈N(t)

ci(t); with ci(t) =

{
1, if vi cooperates at time t

0, otherwise.
(2)

To highlight the overhead imposed by MINUET, we define the two types
of messages employed in the system as: clustering packets (CP ) and monitor-
ing packets (MP ). Then, the communication overhead is assumed to be the
amount of generated packets from these 2 types of above-mentioned messages,
given at the moment of time t as: CPg(t), for clustering messages; and MPg(t),
for monitoring messages. Also of particular interest, the number of monitoring
packets received by all BSs at time t is given by MPr(t). These last three
metrics are expressed respectively by:

CPg(t) =
∑

vk∈N(t)

gck(t); (a) MPg(t) =
∑

vk∈N(t)

gmk (t); (b)

MPr(t) =
∑
j∈BS

rmj (t); (c)

(3)

where g
(·)
k (t) is the number of each type of generated packets at time t, given

that vk is a detecting or cooperating vehicle; and rmj (t) is the number of
monitoring packets received by BS j at time t. We highlight that Eq. 3(a) and
3(b) accounts for the amount of generated packets by the MINUET system,
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which is considered as the communication overhead imposed by clustering
and monitoring phases. Besides, Eq. 3(b) and 3(c) represent respectively the
system’s capacity to monitor and deliver information to the corresponding
authorities.

As Eq. 3(c) accounts for all monitoring packets delivered to the base sta-
tions at a given time t, we assume that a single packet can be received in
more than one BS. So, it is possible the replication of packets in different
BSs. Let us represent this by assume that, at a given time t, the number of
received packets in a BS j is the sum of packets received only (singly) by
that BS and the redundant packets also received by the same BS, namely:
rmj (t) = rmj,sin(t) + rmj,red(t).

The level of redundancy in the delivery of monitoring packets provided
by the system is also a desired measure, i.e. the number of repeated packets
delivered at the base stations. Let us assume that in a time interval ∆t, the
indication of redundant packets in the system is the ratio of duplicated packets
by the total number of received ones, denoted as R(∆t). Likewise, to express
the amount of non-redundant packets delivered to the BSs during a specific
time interval we define S(∆t). Both metrics are defined as:

R(∆t) =

∫
∆t

∑
j∈BS

rmj,red(t)dt∫
∆t

∑
j∈BS

rmj (t)dt

; (a) S(∆t) =

∫
∆t

∑
j∈BS

rmj,sin(t)dt∫
∆t

∑
j∈BS

rmj (t)dt

. (b) (4)

Another important metric is the average delay of deliverd monitoring pack-
ets. Let us identify Pr(∆t) as the set of packets received by all BSs in a ∆t
time interval; tp,g and tp,r as the times a packet p is generated and received,
respectively. The average delay is denoted by Davg(∆t) and expressed by:

Davg(∆t) =

∑
p∈Pr(∆t)

(tp,r − tp,g)∫
∆t

∑
j∈BS

rmj (t)dt

. (5)

In order to evaluate the overhead imposed by any applied clustering tech-
nique, we define C(∆t) as the ratio of clustering messages in comparison to all
generated messages in the system during ∆t time interval, given by:

C(∆t) =

∫
∆t

∑
vk∈N(t)

gck(t)dt

∫
∆t

∑
vk∈N(t)

(
gak(t) + gck(t) + gmk (t)

)
dt

, (6)
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where, again, g
(·)
k (t) is the corresponding number of generated packets if vk is

sending clustering or monitoring messages at time t.

Considering that any vehicle transmitting clustering packets belongs to at
least one group, we define the ratio of clustering vehicles in a given time interval
as G(∆t), based on the relation between the number of those transmitting
clustering packets and the total number of vehicles in the system:

G(∆t) =

∫
∆t

∑
vk∈N(t)

I
(
gck(t)

)
dt

∫
∆t

|N(t)|∑
x=1

xdt

; with I
(
gck(t)

)
=

{
1, if gck(t) > 0

0, otherwise.
(7)

Finally, the number of formed groups by the corresponding clustering tech-
nique is expressed as F(∆t), given by:

F(∆t) =

∫
∆t

∑
vi∈N(t)

U
(
GID(vi)

)
dt, (8)

where GID(·) gives the group ID of a particular vehicle; and U(GID) is a
unique function which results 1 when is the first time GID appears in the
system and 0 otherwise. Table 2 summarizes the derived notation.

Table 2: Notation summary applied by equations.

Equation Description

nvd (t) (Eq. 1) The total number of detecting vehicles at time t.

nvc (t) (Eq. 2) The total number of collaborating vehicles at time t.

CPg(t) (Eq. 3(a)) The total number of clustering packets generated at t.

MPg(t) (Eq. 3(b)) The total number of monitoring packets generated at t.

MPr(t) (Eq. 3(c)) The total number of monitoring packets received at t.

R(∆t) (Eq. 4(a)) The ratio of redundant monitoring packets.

S(∆t) (Eq. 4(b)) The ratio of non-redundant monitoring packets.

Davg(∆t) (Eq. 5) The average delay in the system.

C(∆t) (Eq. 6) The ratio of clustering packets.

G(∆t) (Eq. 7) The ratio of clustering vehicles.

F(∆t) (Eq. 8) The number of formed groups by the clustering technique.
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EV3
EV4

EV1

EV2

(b) Low density events

(c) High density events

(a) Selected LuST region

Fig. 4: LuST urban traffic environment and distribution of events.

4 Experimental Setup and Results

This section describes the evaluation scenarios and obtained results in terms
of the proposed metrics. The assessment is carried out through simulations,
where realistic models of urban environments are considered.

4.1 Implementation and Experimentation Environment

We implemented MINUET in C++ programming language and the simula-
tion was carried out using NS-3 version 3.28, along with SUMO. We used
IEEE 812.11p with 5.9GHz frequency band, 10MHz bandwidth and bitrate
of 6Mbps in the simulation. Moreover, we assume two vehicle clustering al-
gorithms: DCA [33] and PCTT [16]. The evaluation environment consists of
a region of the LuST project (Luxembourg SUMO Traffic)2, which uses the
road network of the city of Luxembourg, with real urban traffic patterns over
a period of 24 hours. Vehicular density varies over time, as with realistic sce-
narios. The positions of the fixed and mobile events and the routes of the
mobile events were defined beforehand. Vehicles at most 10 meters away from
the events can detect and monitor them. For our simulations, we used an Intel
Core i7 machine with 16GB RAM and Ubuntu OS 18.04.4 LTS.

Fig. 4(a) represents the urban model of approximately 6.5km2 applied in
our simulations. The area was divided into quadratic sub-areas with base sta-
tions uniformly arranged in order to cover the entire urban infrastructure.
The assessment takes into account the occurrence of multiple events of differ-
ent characteristics, distributed in time and physical space. Four events lasting
five minutes each were distributed over time and space in the scenario, rep-
resenting different traffic contexts. Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) depict the distri-
bution of the two types of events, the mobile ones (EV1 and EV3 ) and the

2 Version 2.0 available at: https://github.com/lcodeca/LuSTScenario

https://github.com/lcodeca/LuSTScenario
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fixed ones (EV2 and EV4 ); under low-density (6:28-6:33am) and high-density
(8:20-8:25am) time scenarios. The mobile events move through the roads they
arise, with the arrows’ direction indicating the pathway. Table 3 presents the
setup parameters used in the simulations.

Table 3: Setup parameters applied at the simulations.

PARAMETER EV1 EV2 EV3 EV4

Simulation time (∆t) 6 min
Simulated area ≈ 6.5Km2

Event duration 5 min
Fixed event No Yes No Yes

Position –
(7682,

5878.20)
–

(7682,
5878.20)

Time intervals [6:28am, 6:33am] [8:20pm, 8:25pm]
Transmission range ≈200m
Transport Protocol UDP
PHY/MAC IEEE 802.11p
No. of base stations 26
Propagation model YANS

4.2 Analysis of Performance Results

Firstly, we aim to show how the two clustering algorithms applied in our
evaluation behave under the operations of the MINUET system. The general
results shown in Fig. 5 helps the reader to understand how the characteristics
of the DCA and PCTT impact on further results. Fig. 5(a) shows the number
of formed groups (Eq. 8) by each algorithm, and is evident that DCA forms
a much higher number of groups than PCTT. This happens because DCA
presents a proactive grouping strategy, i.e. multiple groups are formed dur-
ing monitoring and dissemination. Likewise, Fig. 5(b) shows that the formed
groups are also much larger with DCA, since the percentage of grouped vehi-
cles is higher (derived from Eq. 7) than with PCTT. Lastly, the overhead of
clustering packets (Eq. 6) can be seen in Fig. 5(c) and, as expected, the values
are lower for the PCTT. In summary, regardless of which density scenario,
DCA forms a higher number of and larger groups due to its inherent behavior,
but it incurs more overhead because of that.

The graphs in Fig. 6 show the system’s ability to detect and, consequently,
monitor events over time (Eq. 1) in different traffic contexts. Mobile and fixed
events at the high-density (HD) scenarios (Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d)) presented
more continuous monitoring in relation to low-density (LD) ones (Fig. 6(a)
and Fig.6(b)). This is expected due to the fact that high-density environments
have a larger number of vehicles closer to the event and for a longer period
of time; especially for mobile events that move in the same direction of the
traffic (likewise our experiments). Still, in the low-density scenarios, a high
number of detections in shorter intervals of time is perceived. Although all
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Fig. 5: Clustering algorithms data (Eq. 8, 7 and 6).

Fig. 6: Number of vehicles detecting both mobile and fixed events, and at low
and high density scenarios (Eq. 1).

events were monitored, Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(c) show that mobile events are
perceived longer, implying a monitoring period of approximately 87% and 88%
of the total elapsed time at the low and high density scenarios, respectively;
against 51.5% and 56% of fixed events (EV2 and EV4 ). For the mobile events,
there are periods where the events are continuously detected, indicated by the
rectangles on the graphs. In such cases, vehicles holding the same orientation
as the mobile event perform most of the detections at different times. Thus,
the vehicles have higher probability to deliver the event data since they they
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monitor the event for longer periods. This is not the case for fixed events where
vehicles lost track of the events usually after a short window of time. These
results show that monitoring approaches that take into account the mobile
event orientation favor the detection and dissemination.

The cooperative capacity of vehicles during the monitoring and dissemina-
tion of mobile and fixed events is confirmed by the number of collaborating
vehicles per time in Fig. 7 (Eq. 2). The system presented a crowdsensing col-
laboration using both DCA and PCTT, for all density scenarios. For mobile
events (EV1 and EV3 ), there is a higher number of vehicles collaborating over
time, either monitoring or disseminating. This is also explained by the fact that
vehicles holding the same orientation as the mobile event keep collaborating
for longer periods of time. The figure also indicates that a high density does not
always imply higher cooperation in urban environments. This is highlighted in
the first 100 seconds of Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(c), in which EV1 showed a higher
number of cooperating vehicles than EV3. Further, a higher collaboration is
achieved when using the DCA in relation to PCTT, mainly when monitoring
mobile events. This behaviour is due to the higher number (Fig. 5(a)) and
larger (Fig. 5(b)) groups formed by DCA and its proactive strategy.

Fig. 7: Number of collaborative vehicles disseminating mobile and fixed events
at low and high density scenarios (Eq. 2).
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The communication overhead is evidenced in Fig. 8 by the number of gen-
erated packets during the occurrence of events, namely the monitoring and
clustering packets incurred in the network (Eq. 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c)). Even
considering that events occur simultaneously and at different traffic contexts,
the system presented a constant flow of clustering packets and a continu-
ous flow of monitoring packets most of the time. According to Fig. 8(a) and
Fig. 8(b), the amount of monitoring packets transmitted is slightly larger when
using DCA, for both density scenarios. Also, the number of clustering pack-
ets transmitted by PCTT is lower compared to DCA, as confirmed by the
total number of formed groups in Fig. 5(c). This happens because the PCTT
considers only vehicles that have detected the event at least once as able to
transmit clustering packets. Thus, under the operations of the MINUET, we
can recognize the management of dynamic monitoring and distributed dissem-
ination of information, taking into account different traffic contexts and event
characteristics.

Fig. 8: The communication overhead by generated monitoring and clustering
packets (Eq. 3(a) and 3(b)).

Regarding the monitoring activity, Fig. 9 depicts the system’s capacity
to monitor events and deliver monitoring packets. The results do not show
a significant difference in the number of delivered packets when using both
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clustering algorithms, the exception being an intermittent PCTT behavior
during the delivery of EV3 monitoring packets, from 40 to 160 seconds in
Fig. 9(c). Despite that, the results for mobile events EV1 and EV3 showed a
more continuous behavior over time (Fig. 9(a) and Fig 9(c)), when compared
to the results of fixed events EV2 and EV4, in which longer intervals without
delivery occur (Fig. 9(b) and Fig 9(d)). This is expected due to the higher
number of the same vehicles continuously detecting and cooperating in the
network (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). The system was able to deliver packets during
approximately 77% of the time for mobile events EV1 and EV3 with DCA;
more than 50% of the time for fixed events EV2 and EV4 with both DCA and
PCTT; and 39% of the time with PCTT for fixed event EV3. Although mobile
events presented a similar delivery period in both density scenarios, a larger
number of packages is perceived in the LD scenario, due to the higher number
of vehicles detecting (Fig. 6(a)) and collaborating (Fig. 7(a)). So, it is clear that
continuous detection, as well as a high number of detecting and cooperating
vehicles, have a strong impact on the delivery of monitoring packages to the
corresponding authorities.

Redundancy in the process of disseminating and delivering data aims the
authorities to receive more accurate information about events. This way, the
redundancy level in the delivery of monitoring packages was also measured, i.e.
repeated packets delivered at the base stations. We have used Eq. 4(a) and 4(b)
to express the percentage of redundant and non-redundant monitoring packets,
and Table 4 shows the obtained results for each event, according to the applied
clustering algorithm. A higher redundancy rate is achieved by using DCA for
mobile and fixed events, as during the phases of announcement and clustering,
it provides the formation of larger groups in the system. However, considering
the similar delivery rates and the low redundancy rate of the PCTT, it is able
to achieve a lower number of packet losses since less overhead is incurred.

Table 4: Redundant and non-redundant delivered data (Eq. 4(a) and 4(b)).

Low-density

Scenario

EV1 EV2

MPg(∆t) = 97528 MPg(∆t) = 40080

S(∆t) R(∆t)(%) S(∆t) R(∆t)(%)

DCA 40850 26.10 29396 20.62

PCTT 41304 1.74 29703 7.93

High-density

Scenario

EV3 EV4

MPg(∆t) = 70493 MPg(∆t) = 45437

S(∆t) R(∆t)(%) S(∆t) R(∆t)(%)

DCA 22194 31.04 19593 17.64

PCTT 17450 13.62 22268 7.50

Low delays in delivering event information to the corresponding author-
ity imply in making correct and efficient decisions. Hence, Fig. 10 presents
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Fig. 9: The number of generated and delivered monitoring packets (Eq. 3(b)
and 3(c)).
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the average delay of delivered packets (Eq. 5), segmented by the number of
hops provided by each clustering algorithm. As indicated by Fig. 10(a) and
Fig. 10(c), mobile events present a higher number of hops since they form
more and larger groups (mainly when using DCA). The average delay remains
close to 0.3s in most of the cases, which is a reasonable value for one-way video
streaming applications [34]. Also, average delays are usually lower with DCA,
despite higher rates of redundant packets and packet loss compared to PCTT.
The results show that the delay times are affected more by the type of the
clustering technique than by the event mobility.

Fig. 10: Average delay of the monitoring packets (Eq. 5).

5 Conclusions

The article presented an assessment on how mobility and simultaneity of crit-
ical events in urban environments impact the VANET-supported delivery of
data stream to a corresponding authority. The monitoring, dissemination, and
delivery of information services were analyzed taking into consideration the
distribution of the events in the physical space of the environment over time
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and under different contexts of urban traffic. The MINUET system was used
as a clustering-based approach to deliver events’ information, with which sim-
ulated experiments were conducted. Obtained results showed that vehicular
traffic holding the same orientation as the mobile event favors a more continu-
ous monitoring of the event. In addition, results indicate that there is no direct
relationship between traffic density and the number of vehicles cooperating in
a real traffic environment. Lastly, the MINUET system was able to coopera-
tively disseminate events’ data considering their mobility and coexistence, and
under different vehicular traffic densities. These results are expected to encour-
age the development of new data solutions that take into account the impact
of moving and simultaneous events have on the dissemination of real-time data
in VANETs.
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